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OF  BUSINESS  BUYERS  WILL

RESEARCH  ALONE  BEFORE  THEY

WILL  CONSIDER  SPEAKING  TO  A

SALESPERSON
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Business buyers seek ever greater control

of their decision-making process.

Connecting with buyers in the right way, at

the right time is critical. 

And it takes time.

All too often B2B marketers focus on short-

term lead generation tactics. But a tactic or

tool is only as good as the strategy and

plan that sits behind them.

If you want to make your marketing more

effective, here are our top tips for building

a winning marketing strategy.



Have clarity on your business strategy

and commercial objectives.

Your marketing plan should always

align with what the overall business is

trying to achieve.

To aid success, know what percentage

of your company's revenue is being

spent on marketing and longer term

brand building.

Check it is sufficient to achieve the

revenue and growth targets of your

business.

BUSINESS STRATEGY1



Conduct research - arrange a call or grab a coffee with customers. Step into

their world and understand their needs and motivations. 

Validated by research, make a clear choice about who you're going to target. 

Don't be afraid of appearing too narrow. Having a clear target enables you to

demonstrate your expertise, rather than being a generalist.

One size fits no one.

DEFINE YOUR MARKET
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VALUE PROPOSITION

Your value proposition is a statement

about what makes your business

different.

It's an articulation of why your target

customer would buy from you and not

your competitors.

Ensure it is benefit and outcome led, not

a description of your services or product

features and functionality.
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Review the market on a regular basis.

Understand who your competitors are

and how they position themselves.

It can help you to identify a point of

differentiation. 

Acting and responding to changing

customer needs. faster than your

competitors can really give you an

advantage.

KNOW YOUR COMPETITION4



Create one version of the truth that is

your messaging framework. 

Capture the key information and proof

points you want to communicate

through each stage of your target

customers' buying process.

Using the framework will ensure there is

a common narrative running through all

of your marketing assets and creative.

Maintain consistency and build

confidence and trust with your target

customers. 

MESSAGING FRAMEWORK5



Create a positive customer experience at every stage of the buying process, from initial

awareness of your brand, through purchase and post-sale engagement.

 

Map the messages and content-types your customer should see at every stage in the

journey. And identify the corresponding internal actions to take.

Identify the tools and tactics that will be most effective in reaching your target audience at

the right time, with the right message.

MAP THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
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Create your content.

Have a clear plan for how and when each

piece of content will be used.

Make sure it is adding value to your target

customer by a. talking directly to their

specific needs b. helping to move them

along the buying journey or c. helping to

close a deal.

Consider behavioural and intent data tools

which can identify triggers or signals of

interest, enabling you to tailor your

content for a highly targeted and timely

engagement.

CONTENT STRATEGY7



Make your launch toolkit or campaign

one integrated plan to include PR, Sales,

Business Development and all other

internal departments.

You employees are brand ambassadors

and should be consistent with the

market positioning in any external

interaction.

Together, they can extend market reach.

BUILD AN INTEGRATED PLAN8



Use data to determine your forecasts and

analyse your performance.

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are a

good barometer for how tactics are

performing. But the critical business metric

to track is value contribution.

What is your conversion rate from

prospect to lead to sale? What pipeline

value have marketing sourced? What is the

win rate and overall conversion to booked

revenue.

Owning this data and accountability will

seriously elevate the reputation of

marketing.

GET SCIENTIFIC9



BE AGILE

Launching is only the start - every

campaign should be iterative. Be

responsive to market feedback and

demand to maximise your success rates.

There are many great marketing tools

out there to help you automate, optimise

and measure your marketing tasks. 

Do think carefully about what you're

trying to achieve in order to select the

right tools for your business.
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ABOUT US

SEEBLUE are a different breed of

marketing agency. We are a team of

senior client-side marketing experts.

We've lived your daily challenges, led

teams and delivered real business

results for large global organisations.

If you could use a fresh perspective,

some guidance or help with a critical

marketing challenge, then let's talk.

+44 2033 940 049

info@see-blue.co.uk

www.see-blue.co.uk

@seebluemktg


